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Foreword

In spite of the swiftness of the advance
of the Japanese armed forces down
Malaya and their capture of Singapore,
many of the Allied forces there were
able to escape southwards to Java.
British forces sent at that time for the
defence of Singapore had therefore to
divert to Sumatra and Java, hopefully
to stop the further advance of the Nips
(Japanese) in their intention to invade
Australia. On 28 February 1942 the
Nips landed on the west coast of Java
and on 9 March the Netherlands East
Indian army surrendered, thereby
pitching tens of thousands of British
Army, Navy and Air Force personnel
‘into the bag’. Subsequently for three
and a half years those prisoners were
to suffer exhausting labour, vicious
‘punishment’, starvation, disease and
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death in Japanese prison camps
scattered all over the Far East.
When two atomic bombs rescued the
tens of thousands of prisoners from
the extermination that would have
befallen them had there been any
attempt to rescue them by Allied
forces, the skeletonlike survivors were
soon back in the bosom of their
families, finding it impossible to
describe the indescribable and
unburden themselves of their
torturing memories. And so it
continued for year after year until
chance contacts between erstwhile
survivors proved so cathartic that
small groups of FEPOWS burgeoned
into large associations that were to
meet at regular intervals.

Two FEPOWS, Bill Marshall and Bob
Chapman who had been together in
No. 4 Hut, Yawata, 3rd Branch Camp,
Fukuoka, Kyushu used to attend the
annual conference of the National
Federation of FEPOW Clubs and
Associations held in the Winter
Gardens in Blackpool, to which their
little embryo group named the Java
Club became affiliated.
Thus it was that in May 1984 those
two FEPOWS sent out the following in
Newsletter No.1 to their small group:
‘If you have been busy living your life
since the War and not had the time to
keep in touch with your old comrades,
no one blames you. We have all been
doing the same thing, but the time has

come now, when to breathe the air of
nostalgia is a tonic. It is now late in
the day and the shadows are getting
long, but before they fall we can
rekindle the old relationships born in
adversity.
By chance and search we have now
come into contact with at least sixteen
of our company in the UK and two in
Australia If you are aware of any
others, please send their addresses to
the writer and contact will be made.’
Thus was the beginning of the wider
Java Club which was initially made up
of fourteen FEPOWS of the ‘Hut 4’
origin and which had its first reunion
in Coventry. It has subsequently
brought together FEPOWS captured

Map of Java 1942.
(BRIAN J GREEN)
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in Java but later spread across camps
throughout the Nip-occupied territory.
In recent years it has greatly expanded
to include their relatives (widows,
wives and children) and in 2007 has a
membership of 207, of whom 95 are
FEPOWs. It has thus become a ‘living
and breathing’ association, publishing,
through their quarterly newsletter and
Journal, (The Java Journal) stories,
items of FEPOW interest, appeals, etc.
Such entries have been inserted, like
Cromwell’s portrait, ‘warts and all’
and as Bob Chapman pointed out in
April 1991, it prints ‘what is sent’.
‘What arrives goes into the newsletter
without prejudice ...’ Of course the
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The Far East 1942-45.
(BRIAN J GREEN)
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face-to-face meetings at the Annual
Reunion, held for at least the last
twenty years in Stratford-upon-Avon,
have been the main source of the
powerful nutrient glue that has kept
the Java Club thriving so happily.
And now, 65 years after our
incarceration, we have a single book
representing the quintessence of
nearly twenty years of the quarterly
journal, a true memorial to all those
who suffered and died under the Nips
in those distant lands.
Professor Emeritus Leslie J. Audus
(Ex. RAFVR)
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